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The pepartlll!ent of the Environment, in ·exercis.e of the powers cOnferred
on it by' ,Section 25 of the Road Traffic Act (Northern Ireland) 1970(a:) and
of every other power enabling 'itin that ;behalf hereby makes the following
Regulations : ~
.
PARt I
GENERAL

Citation and commencement
1. These Regill~tioriS may be cited as the "Zebni" Pedestrian Cro~sings
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1974 and shallcoine jnto operation on l~t
February 1974.,
.
Interpretation'
2. In these' Regulations~
"the Regulations of 1954" l11eans the Regulations speCified ill Schedule 1;
"carriageway" does not include that part of any road which consists
of a street re~uge or central reservation, whether within the limits
of a crossing or n9t;
.
street
"central reservation" means any provision, not consisting .of
refuge, made in a road for separating ·one part of the carril;l.geway,.
of th~t. Fo~d from. another. part of tl).at carriageway f9r the safety
or guidance of vehic~lar traffic using that road;
"crqssing~' means a. crossing for foot .passengers establi.shed on ,any·
road in accordance with the .provisions o.f tl;1ese Regulatiqn~ not
being a crossing to which the "Pelican" Pedestrian Crossings Regula, . tions (Northern Ireland) 1970(b) apply;
. "dual carriageway toad" means' a length of toad ·on whioh apart of
the carriageway thereof is separated from another part thereof by
a central reservati:on;
"give-way line;' has the meaning assigned to it by paragraph (2) , of
. Schedule 3;
.
.'.
"Department" mea.p.s the Departm~nt of the Environment
"one-way street" tne~ris any toad in which the 'driv:i:o,g of all vehicles
otherwise tha'n in one direction is prohibited at all times;
"stud" means a mark or device on the carriageway, whether or not'
proj:ectingabove the surface thereof; . .'
"zebra controned area"· means, in relatio:p. to a zebra crossing, the area
, of the carriageway in the vicinity of the crossing and lying on boih
sides of the 'crossing or only one side of the croSsing, being an atea'
the presence and limits of which are indicated in: a.ccordance with
.Schedule 3;.
"zebra crossing" means a crossing the pIlesence and limits of which
are indicated in .accordance with the prov.isions of Schedule 2;
"uncontrolled. zebra crossing" means a zebra crossing at which traffic'
is not for the time being controlled by. a police constablte in uniform
011 by a ,traffic. warden.

a

c

Revocation and savings
3.-(1) Subject to 'paragraphs (2) and (3) the Regulations of 1954 are
hereby revoked.
(a) 1970. c.

2. (N.I.).

(b) ~.R: & O. (N.I.) 1~>70, No.

83;'
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(2) Where ~mediately before the coming into operation. of these
a crossing within. the meaning of. the R~gulations of 1954 other
than a zebra, crossip,g has .been indi9ated in accordance with Part I of the
First Schedule to, those Regulations .then notwithstanding the. revocation
effected by paragrapl1 (1) those Regulations shall continue to apply to
that crossing until 31st December 1974.
R~gulations

(3) Where . immediately before the coming into operation of these
Regulatio:p.s the approach for vehiCular tf'affic to a zebra crossing has been
indicated by a pattern of studs on a road in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph (8) of ;Part II of the First Schedule to the Regulations of
195.4, then notwithstanding' the revocation effected by paragraph (1) or any
variation of a speed limit on that road that approaoh m~y until 31st
December 1974 continue to be so indicated; so long as the said pattern of
studs does not lie within a zebra controlled area or in the vicinity of
such an area on the same side of the crossing as that pattern.
PART

II

MARKS, SIGNS AND OTHER PARTICULARS AS RESPECTS ZEBRA CROSSINGS

Zebra crossings
4.-{1) The provisions of Part I of Schedule. 2 shall have effect for
regulating the manner in which the presence and limits of a crossing are
to be indicated by marks or studs on the carriageway for the purpose of
constituting it a zebra crossing.
(2) The provisions of Part IT of Schedule 2 shall have effect as respects
the size. colour and type of the traffic signs which are to be placed at or
near a crossirig for the purpose of constituting it a zebra crossing.

Zebra controlled areas and give-way lines
5;--{l) Subject to pa·ragraph (3) the provisions of Schedule 3 shall have
effect as respects the size. colour and type of the traffic signs whioh shall
be placed in the vicinity of a zebra, crossing for the purpose of constituting
a zebra controlled area in relation to that crossing and of indicating the
presence and limits of that area.
. (2) A give-way line (included among the said signs) shall, where
provide4. also convey to vehicular traffic proceeding towal"ds a' zebra
dossing the position at or before which a drivel" of a vehicle should stop
it for the purpose of complying with regulation 8.
(3) Where the Department is satisfied in relation to a particular area
of carl"iageway in the vicinity of a zebra crossing that. by reason of the
layout of. or chara~ter of, ~he roads in the vicinity of the crossing. the
application of such a prohibition as is mentioned in regulation 10 or 12
to that particular area or the constitution of that particular area as a
zebra controlled a·rea by the placing. of traffic signs in accordance with
Sohedule 3 would be impracticable. it shall not be necessary for that area
to be constituted a zebra controlled area.
Variations in dimensions shown in Schedule 3
6•. AnY-variations in a dimension specified in the diagram in Sche4ule
3 011 otherwi&e spe~ified in that Schedule shall be treated as permitted by
these Regulations if 'the variation-
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(a) in "the case of a dimension of 300 millimetres or more,· does not

exceed' 20% of that dimension; or
(b) in :the case of a' dimension of less than 300 millimetres, where the

actual dimension exceeds th~ dimension so specified, dO'es not exceed
30% of the dimension so specified, and .where the actual dimensio'n
is less than the diqlen;sion so specified, does not exceed 10% of the
dimension so specified.

Lamps for illumination of pedestrians at crossings
7.:-(1) Where the Department is· satisfied that the presence of a foot
passenger(a) at· the end of a . zebra crossing, being an end' at or DJear which a
globe :pas been placed in accordance with paragraph (2) of Part II
of Schedule 2, or
(b) on a street refuge or central reservation ori. such a crossing, being
refuge or reservation on which a glo~ has been placed in'
accordance with the said paragraph (2),
shpuld. be better indicated during the hours Qf darkness the Department
may provide a lamp (Showing a white light} beneath the globe so as to
illuminate during the said hours any such foot passenger.

a

(2) Every such· lamp shall be so arranged that the lowest part thereof
is not less than 2 metres above the surface of the group.d in the immediate
vicinity and that the sOurce of the illumination given thereby is not visible
to drivers of approaching vehicles.
PART lIT
R:.EGULATIONS. GOVERNING USE OF ZEBRA CROSSINGS AND ZEBRA CONTROLLED
AREAS

Precedence of pedestrians over' vehicles
8. Every foot passenger on the' carriageway Within the limits o~ an
uncOlitrolledzebra crossing shall have precedence within those limits over
any vehicle and the driver of the vehicle shall. accord such precedt,mce to
the foot passenger, if the foot passenger is on the carriageway within those
limits ,before the vehicle or any pa:rt thereof has cOme on to the carriageway
within those limits.

For the purpose of this regulation, in the case of suoh a crossing on
which there is a street refuge or centr~-! res1ervation the parts of the crossing
whi~h are situated on each side of the street refuge 'or central reservation
as the cas~ maybe shall each be treated as a seperate crossing.
Prohibition .against the waiting of vehicles and pedestrians on zebra crossings
9.-(1) The driver of a veh.icl1e shall not cause. the vehicle or any part
thereof to .stop within th~ limits: of a zebra crossing nnless either' he is
prevented from pro~eeding by circumstances beyond his control or it. is
necessary for him to stop in order to avoid an accident.
.

(2) No. foot passenger .shall'remain On t4e carriageway within the limits
ofa zehr.a: crossing longer than is necessary for the purpose of passing
oYer the crossing with reasonable despatch.
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Prohibith;m against overtak.ing ,at zebra crossings _
'
10. The driver of a vehicle while it or any part of it is' in. a zebra
controlled area {lnd it is proceeding towards the limits ·of ap. '!lPcontrolIed
:z;ebra crossing in relatioD, to which that ru;ea is indicated (wwch vehicle is
in thi~ and the next sUGceeding rffgulatipn r~feI1"ed to as "the ,approaching
vehicJe") shall ]lot, caus~ the vlehl.9h~, or any part of it- ,
(a) to pass ahead of the foremost part of another moving motor_ vehicle,
being a vehicle proceeding in the same direction wholly or partly
withinj that' al1ea, or
(b}subject to regulation 11.'10 pass ahead of the, foremost part of a
stationery vehicle on the same side of the crossing as the apprOaching
vehicle, which stationery vehicle is, stopped for :the purpose of
cOmplying with regulati?n s:
For the purposes of this regulation.
(i) the reference to another moving motor vehicle is, iti, a case where
'onTy one other mNor vehicle is proceeding in the' same direction
in a ~ebra controlled area, a reference to' that 'vehicle~ and; in a
-case where more than one other motor vehiCle is so 'proceeding; ~.
refel1ence to such one of those vehicles as is neatest-to the limits· of _
the crossing; -, -:: "
(ii). the ,refer~nce: to a stationery vehicle is, in a ca,se where ,only one
other vehicle is &,toPPffd for the. purpose of 90mplying with regulation
8, ./1. ·refel1ence . to that vehicle and" in a Case where i,11ore .. than' one:
, other vehicle is stopped for thepurpQse ~f .j;:OJUplying' with >that
regulation, a reference to such one of those vehicles as is nearest
to the limits of the crosSing.
11.-(1) For the purposes of this 'regulation, in the case of an uncontrolled ~ebra crossing, which is on a ,roa\l, being a one-way street; and".
on whiCh' there is a street refuge or central reservation, the parts of the
crossing which are situated on each side of the street refuge or central
reservation as the case may be shall eacp. be treated as, a, seperate crossing;

(2) Nothing in l1egulation 100b) .shall apply so as to prevent the,·approachingvehicle from passing ahead of the foremost pail of-a stationery vehicle
within .the meaning of thafregulation, if the stationery vehicle is stopped for
the purpose of complying with l1egulation 8 in relation to an unc<;mtrolled
zebra crossing which by virtue of this regulation is treated as' a ~eperate
crossing from the uncontrolled zebra crossing towards il:he liinits of whiCh'
the approaching vehicle is Rroceeding~
Prohibition on stopping in areas adjacent to zebra crossings. ,
12.--(1) For the purposes of this regulation and regulations i38;nd'14,
the expression "vehicle" shall not include a pedal bicyde -not having a
sidecar " ~ttached thereto, whether additional means of propulsion 1).y,
mechanical power are attached to the. bicycle or not.
(2) Save as provided in regulations 14 and ,15, the 'driver ,of a, vehicl~'
shall not cause the vehicle or any part thereof to !Stop ina zebra ,controlled'
area.
;:.
,
-,
13.-(1) Th~ provisions Qf this, regula{ion shall .cease to have effect as
from the"31st Decemb:er 1 9 7 4 . '
", .'
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(2) ,Save as provided in regulation 14 the driver ofa vehicle sh~l1 not
cause the vehicle or any part thereof to stop on the carriageway between(a) an uncontrolled' Ziebracrossing, the approach, to which is indicated
by a pattern .of studs in accordance with the provisions specified in
regulation' 3(3). and
(b) the line of studs in that pattern situated furthest from the crossing,·
.on the side of ' the road on which the pattern of studs is placed or,
if the road is a one-way street, on either side of the, ~oad. ,
14. A vehicle shall not by regulation 12 or ,13 be prevented frnm
stopping in any lengt;h of road on any side thereof~
,
, (a) if the driver has stopped for the putposeof complying with regulation
8 or regulation 10(b);
(b) if the driver is prev1ented from proceeding by circumstances beyond
his control or it is necessary for him to stop in order t.o av.oid an
accident; or
(c) for so long as may be necessary to enaNe the vehicle, if it cann.ot
be used for such purpose without stopping in that 1<ength of road,
t.o be used for fire brigade; ambulance or police purP.oses or in
connection with any, building operation, demolition ot excavation,
the removal of any obstruction to traffic, the maintenanoe, improvement or reconstruction of that length .of :road, or the laying,
ereotion, alteration, repair or cleaning in or near t.o that length of
road of any traffic sign or sewer or of any main, pipe OD apparatus
for the supply of gas, water or 'electrici;ty, .or of any telegraph .or
telephone wires, cables, posts or supports.
'
15. A vehicle shall not by regulati.on 12 be prevented from stopping in
a zebra controlled area(a) if the' vehicle is stopped for the purpose' .of making a left or right
turn;
(b) if the vehicle is a public service vehicle seating more than six persons
in addition to the driver and being used .other-wise than on an
excursion, or tour and the vehicle is waiting, after having proceeded
past the zebra crossing in relation t.o which the zebra controUed area
is indicated. for the ,purpose of enablingpersnns to board or alight
from the vehicle.

Sealed with the Official Seal of the Department of the Environment. for
Northern Ireland this 31st day o(January 1974.
(L.S.)

B. D. Palmer,
Assi&tant Seoretary.
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Regulation 3(1)

SCHEDULE 1

Regulationsrevoked...,....ReguIatioD. 3(1)
Title'

Y~ar

,and Number

Road Traffic (Pedestrian Crossings) Regulations (Northern Ire1an<i) 1954

S.R. & '0. (NoI.) '1954, No. 101

Road Traffic (Pedestrian CJ:qssings) (Amend'frient) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1954

S.R. & O. (N.!.) 1954, No. 182

Road' Traffic (Pooestrian, Crossings) (Amendment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1970

S.R. & O.. (N.I.) 1970, No. 84
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Regulation 4

MalUler of indicating presence and limits of zebra crossings

PAin I

Studs and Marks
1.-(1) EVery crossing and its limits shall be indicated by two' lines of studs
placed across .the carriageway in accordance with the following sub-paragraphs.
(2) Each line formed by the outside edges .of the studs shall be so separated
from the other line so formed that no point on one line shall be less than 2.4
metres nor more tl;l.an 5 metres or such greater distance (not being more than 10.1
metres) as the Department may consider necessary in the case of any particular
crossing from the nearest pdint on the other line:

Provided .that this provision shall be .regarded as having been complied with in
tl;l.e case of any crossing which for the most part complies notwithstanding that
the provision may not be so cdmp lied with as -respects the diSltance from one· or
more points on one line to the nearest point on. rt:he other line, so· long as the
general indication of the lines is ndt thereby materially impaired.
(3) The studs of which each line is . constituted shall !he so placed that the
distance from the centre of' anyone stud to. the centre of. the ne~t stud ,in ~he line
is p,ot less' than 250 millimetres nor more than 715 .millimetres, and a distance of
not m()re than 1.3 metres is left between the edge of -the carriagew.ay at either end
of·the line and the centre of the stud nearest rt:hereto:
. Provided that this provision shall be r·egardedas ·having been complied with in
the. case of any line where most of the studscoi1~ittlting it comply notwithstandJng that the provisiQIl may not be complied with as respects one or mOre such
studs, . so long as the general indicatio;ll" of the line is not thereby materially
impaired.
(4) Studs shall not be fitted with reflecting lenses and shall be(a) white, silver or light grey 'ln colour;

(b) square or circular in plan, the· sides of a square stud not being less than
95 millimetres nor more than 110 millimetres in ~ength and the diameter
of a circular stud nolt being less than 95 iIiillimetres nor more than 110
millimetres, and
.
(c) so fixed that they do not project more than 16 millimetres above the
carriageway at their highest points nor more ·than 7 millimetres at their
edges.

2. A crossing or its limits shall not .be deemed Itohave ceased to be indicated
in aCCO'rdance with the provisi<?ns ofparagraph(l) by reason only of the discoloratioll' or temporary remoVal or displacement of one or more studs in any
line so long as the general indication of .the line is not thereby materially
imPaired.
'.
~. Witho'ut derogation from the p.rovisions of paragraphs (l)i and (:2) every
crossing shall be further indicated in, accordance with the provisions of paraglfaph
(4) and of Part II.
.

4.--(1) The carriageway shall be marked within the limits of every such.crossing with a pat~ of alternate blaok and white stripes:
l»rovided that where the colour of the .surface of the carriageway provides a
r~nable odnttast with the <:olour .of white that surface may itself be utilised
for 'providing stripes which 'Would otherwise be required to be black.
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(2) EVeIiY stripe shall(a) extend along the carriageway fmm one line ·fo.rmed by the inside edges

of the studs or from a part of the crossing which is not more than 155
millimetTes from that line to the other 'line 'so formed or to a part of the
crossing which is not more than 155 'millimetres from that line; and
lb) be of a width of not less than 500 miIIimetres or of such smaller width
not being less than 380 millimetres as in the case of any particular crossing
the Department may consider necessary having regard to the layout of
the carriageway and, in the case of the first stripe rut each end of the cross.
'jng, not more than 1.3 metres, or iIll the caSe of any other stripe, p.ot more·
than '715 millimetres or of such greater width not being more than 840
mimmetres as in Ithe case of any particular c;rossing the Department may
consider necessary having regard td the layout of the carriageway.
(3) The provisions. of sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be regarded as having
been complied with in the case of any crossing which for the most part complies
with those provisions notwithstanding that <those provisions may not be complied
wilth as respects one or more stripes and a crossing shall not be deemed to have
ceased to be indicated in accordance with those provisions by reason only of
the imperfection, discoloration or partial displacement of one or more of the
stripes, so long as the general appearanCe df the pattern of stripes is not
materially impaired.
PART

II

Traffic signs
1. The traffic signs which are to be placed at or nea.r a crossing for the purpose of constituting it and indicating it as! a zebra crossing shall consist of globes
in relation to which the follolwing provisions in this Part are complied with.
2.-(1) Such globes mounted on p,os'ts or brackets shall be placed at or near
each end of every crossing, and may also in the case of a c;rossing on which
there is a street refuge or central reservatidn be placed on the refuge o·!
reservation.
(2) Such globes shall be(a) y~llo;W in colour;
(b) not less than 275 millimetres nor more than 335 millimetres in diameter;
(c) so mounted that the height of the lowest part of the globe' is not less than
2.1 metres nor more than 3.1 metres above ,the surface of the ground in
the immediate vicinity; and
(cl) illuminated by a flashing light ill, where the Department considers it
necessary in the case of any particular crossing, by a constant light.
(3) Where such globes are mounted .on or aHached to posts specially prolyided
for the purpose, every such post shall, in so far as it extends above ground le:vel,
be coloured Iblack and white in alternate horizontal bands, the 10lwest band visible
to approaching traffic being coloured black and not less than .275 millimetres nor
more than 1 metre in wid<th and each ·other band being not hiss than 275 m:illimetres nor more than 335 millimetres in width:
Pr,ovided that ndthing in this sub-paragraph shall apply to any container, fixed
on any. such post which encloses the apparatus for· providing the' iUumination of .
a globe.
3. A crossing shall not be deemed ,to have ceased to be indicated in accord.
,
ance with the provisions Of this Part by reason only of(a) the imperfection, discoloration or disfigurement of any of the globes, posts.
or brackets; or
.
(b) the failure of the illumination of any of the globes:
Provided that ,this sub-paragraph shall not apply unless at least one globe is
illuminated in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (2)(2) (d).
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Regu:l~tion

5

Manner of indicating zebra controlled area 'and provision as to placing
of give'-wayline
PART

I

Traffic signs
11 Subject to the pmvision,s of regulatiOlIl 5(3)"the ,traffic signs which are to
be placed on a road in the vicinilty of a-zebra crossing' for the purpose of constituting a ~bra controlled area lying on both sides olf the limits of the crossing
or on only one side of such limits and indicating the presence and liniits of such
an area shall consist of a pattern of lines of the size and type shown in the
dia:gram in Paut II and so placed as hereinafter prdvided.

2. A pattern of lines sha;ll, subject as hereinafter provided, ,consist of(a) a .transverse white broke:t;t line (hereinafter referred to as a "give-way
line") placed. on the caTriageway '1 metre from and pamllel to the nearer
line of studs indicating the limits of theci6ssing and shall extend across
the carriageway in <the manner indicated in the said diagram; and
(b) two or more longitudinal white broken lines, (hereinafter referred to as
"zig-zag ,lines") placoo on the canriageway or, where the road is a dualcarriageway r()aq, on each part of the carriageway, each zig-zag line containing not less ,:than 8 nor more than 18 ma'l"ks and extending away from
the crossing at a point ISO millimetres from the nearest part of the giveway !line on the same side of the cro$sing to at point 150 millimetres from
the nearest part of a terminal line of the size and typ'e shown in the said
diagram (hereinafter referred to as a "terminal line"),
,3. Where <the Department is satisfied. in relation to a particular area of
carriageway in the vicinity of a zebra crossing that by reason of the layout of,
or character of, the roads in the vicinity of Ithecrossing it would be impractica:ble
to -lay the pattern of lines as shown in the diagram in Part II and in accordance
with paragraph (2), (a) the number of marks contained in each zig-zag iine may be reduced from
,
8 to not less than 2;
(b) a mark contained in a zig-zag line may be varied in length sol as to ex<tend
for a distance ncet less than 1 metre and less than 2 metres, but where
such a variation is made as respects a mark each other mark in each zigzag line shalll be of the same or substantially the same length asthaJ!: mark,
so however that the numb~r of marks in each zig~zag line shall not be
more than 8 nor less than 2.
4. The angle of .the give-way Hne (if any) iri relation to and its dista:nc,e ftom
nearer line of studs indicaJI:ing the, limits of a crossing may be varied, if the
Department is satisfied that such variation is neces,sary having regarlcf to the angle
of- the crossing in relation to the edge of the carriageway at the place where the
crpssing is siltuated .
th~

.. 5. Where, by' reason of regulatiOlIl 5(3) an area of carriageway in the vicinity
of-a zebra crossing is not constituted a zebra controlled,a:rea by the placing of a
pattern of lines as provided in this Schedule, a give-way line shall nevertheless be
placed on the carriageway as previously provided .in this Schedule unless the
Department is saJ!:isfied that by re,!:son 0] the pOlsition of that ,crpssing it is impracticable so to place the line'.
6. Each mark contained in a give-way line or in a zig-zag line and eacb
terminal line may be illuminated by the use of reflecting material.
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7. A zebra controlled area or its limits shall not be deemed to have ceased
to be indicated in accordance wilth "the provisions cif this Schedule by reason only
of the imperfection, discoloration "or partial displacement of either a terminal
line or one or more of the marks comprised in a give-way line or a zig-zag line;
so long as the "general indioation Of any such line is not thereby materially
impaired.

PARTII
DIAGRAM

Pattern of lines on one or both sides of a crqssing indicating zebra controlled
area
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EXPLANATORY NOIlE

(This note is not part oj the. Regulations~ but is intended to
indicate their general purport.)
Thes.e Regulations re-enact with. amendments the Pedestrian Crossings
RegUlations 1954 and the amending Regli~atiol1-s set, out in Sched.ule 1 to
these Regula,tions. A~ordingly:, the R~latiol1S ·continue tospeei£y· f!ie
manner i1.l which crossihgs (commonly known as "zebra crossitigs"Yare to
be ind.icated by marks' on the carriageway· and by traffic signs and 1;0 impo&e
the same duties as respects the acqording of precedenCe by driV'e(s of
vehicles to pedestrians. on zebra crossings .. The principal changes are:1. Regulation 5 and Scbedule 3 make. pro"ision for new traffic signs to
~

placed on the carriageway in the vicinity of a zebra crossing fox: the
purpose of making that carriageway a zebra controlled area in relation
to the crossing.
.

2. Regulation 10 introdu~s a prohibition against th.e overtakipg in a
zebra oontrolled area of another moving or stationery vehicle by ddvers
of vehicles proceeding towards a zebra crossing.
3. Regulation 11 modifies the prohibition a,s to overtaking a stationery
vehicle in the case of certain crossings. where they are in a one-way street.

4. Regulation 12 prohibits vehicles (other than certain pedal cycles) fr~m
stopping in zebra coniT.olleq. areas, subject to the e)(ceptions in Regulations
14 and 15.
5. As from 31st December 1974 the pattern of studs which by virtue of the
1954 Regulations marks the approach to a zebra crossing will cease to
00 of effect (Regulations 3(3) and 13(1)).

1974. No. 16
DomeStic Scllid Fuei (Restriction) Order (Northern 'Ireland) 1974
This Order, being of a temporary character, is not printed at length in this
volume.

